SUPPORTED JOINT

SUSPENDED JOINT

NOTES:
1. Track circuit connections shown on this plan are typical for all types of track circuits where standard insulated joints, glued insulated joints, or no insulated joints are involved except in third rail territory.
2. Whenever possible, use second-hand or brake hose for item 2 instead of using new hose. Minimum length required is 22'.
3. Applies only to installation of series overlay track circuit used with D.E.D.

ITEM NAME REF REQ ACCT NO
1 CONNECTOR 4 02-150603
2 HOSE, 2" COLD WATER 4 46-43/957
3 CLIP, RETAINER 4 02-729208
4 SLEEVE, 9 TO STRAND 4 02-642000
5 SLEEVE, 9 TO STRAND 4 02-642166
6 7 STRAND, INSUL'D, BLACK 02-555556

TYPICAL TRACK CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS
FOR USE IN ALL AREAS
EXCEPT THIRD RAIL TERRITORIES
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